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Use the pre-design paper at the back page and note the indicated orientations.

1. Start with half an A4 or
any 1 X 2 proportions.

2. Precrease. Turn over.

5. Collapse to waterbomb 6. Swing a flap.
bases on each side.

3. Precrease diagonally.

4. Precrease
(Mountain fold
and unfold).

7. Valley.

8. Valley fold along
angle bisectors.

11. Valley along
angle bisectors.

12. Enlargement.
Precrease two
flaps.

6-9

9. Swing back.

10. Repeat steps 6-9
on the other side.

13. Valley to existing
crease.

14. Precrease.

15. Unfold back to
step 13.

H

16. With creases installed,
sink sides and reverse
bottom corners inside.

H

17. Completed section.

18. Full view. Turn
over.

19. Valley. The fold
alligns with line H.

20. Valley.

21. Mountain behind.

22. Precrease.

23. Undo pleated
section.

24. Mountain behind.
The crease connects
at the intersection.
Next drawing is larger.

25. Valley while flipping
over some material to
the top.

26. Swivel to the
centre.

27. Valley.

28. Re-do the pleat.

29. Mountain behind.
Next drawing is larger.

32. Valley to centre
while petal folding
the top section.

30. Insert the flaps into the pockets under
the triangle. (See the explosion?!)

33. Turn over.

31. Turn over.

34. Completed jet plane.

Transforming jet plane to battle tank.

35. Start with the jet
plane. Valley the
wings up.

36. Undo mountain
and petal folds.

37. Detach flaps
from the pocket.
(from step 30)

38. Mountain fold back
noting that it is parallel
to the crease on the
detach flaps. The flaps
swing along when the
fold is executed.

39. Mountain fold
triangle inside.

40. Valley tank
grid wheels at
a 90 position.
Turn over.

41. Slide turret up.

42. Fold turret panels up.

43. Completed battle tank.

Transforming battle tank to robot.

44. Start with the battle
tank. Fold down
turret panels and
slide down turret.

45. Undo upright
folds from step 40.

46. Swing forth
hidden material.

47. Fold back the hidden
triangle

48. Slit point inside.

49. Mountain fold
sides.

50. Undo fold.

51. Rabbit ear to
form hands.

53. Completed
Kriegflugel awaiting
for battle.
Note: To change back, reverse
the order of these instructions.
Attempt to transform the
robot to a jet plane.
52. Fold feet upright
and valley fold to
reveal face.
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